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Remarkable recipes, magnificent menus, and specific shopping lists. This is more than just a

cookbook. Find out how to meal plan, shop for, and whip up yummy stuff like smoothies and

shakes, sandwiches, sauces, soups, sides, desserts, and frozen treats.
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I love my Nija having originally used it only for the things I had seen demonstrated on QVC. I have

been a fan of Bob Warden and his easy-to-follow style for years so I was anxious to do more. The

book came out, then sold out so I had to wait. But what worth-while, worth-the-wait purchase to

make! As with Bob's style the book does the following:- Cover every type of food service you want:

breakfast to meal to dessert- Give a shopping list for every recipe- Show a photo for just about

every recipe- Never use hard to find products- Keep it simple whether it be mixing or cooking.- Make

is great to eat and serve- Presented in a quality book on quality paper to resist spillsThank you Bob

for another winner AND for offering it at a price we cannot afford to pass up!You make me a hero in

my own home!

If you have a Ninja and forgot all those ideas in that infomercial - or in it's store presentation you

observed, this book will offer you lots of inventive and helpful ideas to incorporate this appliance into

your life and your kitchen.



I love my Ninja Mega Kitchen System and this is the perfect book to help me get more creative.

Besides making the best smoothies, now I am making meatloaf, crepes, dough, homemade

sausage, etc... with my Ninja. Well written and easy to follow.

I like the recipes in the book, but my favorite part of the book is the techniques and instructions on

how to use my Ninja. It sparks your imagination.

I liked the variety and number of different recipes found in this cookbook, and I don't think there

were any duplicates from the cookbook that you get with your Ninja system. My only wish was that

the nutritional information for each recipe wasn't included, which, given the cookbook was printed in

2012, surprises me a little. I've noticed that most newer cookbooks are including the nutritional

information so we can better determine when to use a recipe in our diets, especially those of us

using Weight Watchers or an exchange program for dieting. Maybe they can remedy that in the next

edition?

BEWARE... These recipes are for the ninja blender not the ninja 3 in 1 cooking system.

Good book to have if you own the ninja blender and chopper .. Would recommend it to anyones

cookbook collection

Many different and delicious foods and drinks are in this book. These aren't complicated at all to

make. It's like a helping hand at bringing new versions of old recipes and new ideas to mind. Thank

you.
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